
RESEARCH PAPER ON MULTI LEVEL MARKETING

Multilevel Marketing (MLM) is a specific form of direct selling which Through this research paper the truth of this belief is
also studied.

Hence, it falls in the rejection region. To examine the factors for joining the Multi-Level Marketing Business
3. The computed value of chi-square is  Sampling Techniques- Snowball and stratified random sampling have
been applied in order to have true representation of the population. It has percolated the growth opportunities
down up to weakest section of the society and it has significantly contributed to our economy also. In , Rich
DeVos and Jay Van Andel returned from military service and became distributors for Nutrilite vitamin
supplements in  It is found that people use products of MLM companies but they are not aware about that
particular company. Kothari C. As the courts have found some MLM companies to be pyramid schemes, the
analysis includes the overlap between the legal MLM model and an illegal pyramid scheme. These members
are recruited by individuals at each level so that a tiered structure is developed. KOPP, MLM and other direct
sales channels facilitate employment facilities to interested people which results in social and economic
development of Nation but there is need of strict regulations against working of these types of direct selling
channels. Also if an individual know about the companies, it is more likely that he fails to understand the plan
of those companies. Sample size- More than questionnaires were distributed in order to get responses but the
shortlisted sample size is  In Amway Corporation acquired Nutrilite. Social implications As the MLM model
facilitated the growth of pyramid scheme fraud, creating victims rather than customers, this research highlights
successful efforts to regulate this type of consumer fraud. In they formed their own manufacturing company
called the American Way Amway. The underlying concept is cutting the unnecessary expenditure of
advertising and distributing the same among active members who actually have created customer base by
becoming honorary brand ambassador. Interpretation The above table no. Chonko, L. There is no other kind of
monetary benefits for recruiting members in their downline. Then, the key legal decisions regarding illegal
pyramid schemes operating under the guise of MLM, the relative stagnation of direct selling and the state of
the MLM industry were examined. There are approx 2. So this study would help policy makers and managers
of companies as well as practitioners to formulate strategies and programs. The authors argue that without a
significant external customer base, internal consumption by an ever-churning base of participants resembles
neither employee purchases nor a buying club. Thus, the researchers strongly reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that there is a significant effect of MLM business on employment opportunities. Introduction With
the passage of time new concepts and ideas emerge in the field of marketing. So polices makers should also
focus on those factors which have low ranking and try to cash this scenario in Indian context. Direct selling
industry has shaped the career of millions of Indians especially the unskilled ones who have not found a place
in the mainstream by improving their interpersonal skills. Consumer also thinks that the sales people involve
in direct selling are aggressive and unmotivated Need of study Since India is the second largest country in the
world in terms of population after China, so Multi- Level Marketing has a great potential to generate
employment for workable human power in India because of the existence of the huge middle class, highly
entrepreneurial culture, massive international connection, huge technology base. The secondary data were
collected from various journals, magazines, articles, books and reports published by authorities. Firstly the
sales made by individual member or distributor and secondly sales done by downline team of members. By it
will be offering self-employment opportunities to 18 million people and employment to 2. Objectives of
Study- 1. Amway India in Kanpur. This type of direct selling is also known as Network Marketing or Referral
Marketing. Muncy investigated that in Multi-Level Marketing sellers are compensated for sales made by them
and their downline.


